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Letter from a Place I've Never Been Aug 02 2020 Hilda Raz has an ability “to tell something every day and make it tough,” says John Kinsella in his introduction. Letter from a Place I’ve Never Been shows readers
the evolution of a powerful poet who is also one of the foremost literary editors in the country. Bringing together all seven of her poetry collections, a long out-of-print early chapbook, and her newest work, this
collection delights readers with its empathetic and incisive look at the inner and outer lives we lead and the complexities that come with being human. Showcasing the work of a great American voice, Letter from
a Place I’ve Never Been at last allows us to see the full scope and range of Raz’s work.
The Wandmaker's Burden Sep 22 2019 The Wandmaker's Burden continues the Elfdreams series. TheFirst Wandmakerand his followers translocate from their beloved Lost Sons, establish a new home in a great
underworld cavern, and cross paths with. the mysterious Dream Raiders. The transplanted Drelvesencounter Carcharians, Duoths, Shellies, Bugwullies, Pollywoddles, Boxjellies, sea lions, Mountain Giants, cave
wargs, and sea elves.Yannuviahasdrunk from the Cup of DarkKnowledge, sipped the Seventh Nectar,walked in the gray light, andused the Dream Master's wand.Mender's blood has touched him. 13 limbed
monsters, perplexing enemies, steadfast friends, and seductive temptresses complicate the Wandmaker's life.Are Carcharians allies? Are Duothsenemies? How will the Central Sphere and its 88 satellites aid the
First Wandmaker? What powers will the Omega Stones bestow? What of the mysterious graparbles and beautiful sea elf Piara? What is the cost of the Dream Raider's help? Will Yannuvia make the right
choices?Can he bear the Wandmaker's burden?
Exile of Fenrir Apr 29 2020 Exile of Fenrir is an original work rooted within the world of Norse Mythology. In this novel, Fenrir takes part in and witnesses some of the mythological tales that were told by our real
world's Vikings. Join Fenrir in his tale of adventure, conflict, and heartache as he is forced to live amongst the gods of Asgard.
Broods of Fenrir Mar 21 2022 Shapeshifter Brand Geirson was raised to rule the Broods of Fenrir, but he refused his birthright. Instead, he killed their brutal leader-his own father-and walked away. For hundreds
of years he's avoided brood society, until a werewolf kills an innocent human woman and Brand finds himself dragged back into the violent politics of the shapeshifters. When the two brood women who mean the
most to him come under threat, he must take up the throne and risk becoming the kind of vicious bastard his father was, or let the broods descend further into chaos-taking the friend he swore to protect and his
lover with them.
X2 Jun 24 2022
Who Are Your Divine Friends? Oct 24 2019 My book goes into many Myths, Gods and Goddesses. There is lore from the Poetic and prayers for many deities. The book can help you befriend and learn a lot about
Odin, Thor, Frigg, Hela, Freya, Tyr, Freyr and more... There are many names for the Celestial Being, and it can harder to define than air. Worldwide there is Lady, Goddess, Deity, Loki, Yahweh, Father,
Xochiquetzal..., well you get the idea. Many Pagans prefer to use a gender free word such as 'Spirit'. For me, I use 'Divine Friends'. My book also gives a modern twist. A way to honor those Gods and Goddesses
in the twenty-first century. For example, the first Goddess listed is Valkyries. An ancient ""warrior maiden on winged horses"". How does a twenty-first city boy with no spear or horse honor her? ""Honor their
friendship by helping veterans of war or by feeding the homeless"". Something anyone today can do easily. For more information see my blog: http: //nordicwiccan.blogspot.com/
The Rebel Guardian Jan 27 2020 From New York Times and USA Today bestseller Lexi Blake comes a new novel in her Thieves world… After fighting her way across another plane of existence and facing off
against ancient witches, there should be nothing more satisfying than coming home. Unfortunately, Kelsey Atwood had a different experience. The world she returned to has changed. Twelve years have passed,
and they’ve been twelve hard years for the friends and family she never meant to leave behind. The little boy she adopted is now a grown man. The husbands she longed to see are scattered and on different sides
of a war for control of the supernatural world. Her most trusted friend is now the leather-clad minion of the enemy, Myrddin. Dealing with the wreckage of her personal life will have to wait, though, because the
only chance at a hopeful future is deciphering an obscure prophecy, and she means to solve it. This quest will take her crew to a nest of primal vampires and the fierce world known as The Under. Filled with
fantastic creatures and wonders she never imagined she would see, this new discovery leads her to something she is all too familiar with—a murder to solve and a killer to catch. Trying to reconnect with her
husbands and her son is already challenging enough, but as she begins piecing together the story behind the crime, it becomes clear that this mystery may tear down The Under and everyone who calls it home.
Quinn Jun 19 2019 The only constant in my long life is murder. Assassin for hire, to put a finer point on it. I’m an earth wizard. Usually, we’re on the peaceful side. Not sure what happened to me, but I never fit in
with my kinsmen. They’d have chased me out of the fold—for obvious reasons—but I saved them the trouble. I left on my own. The same way I left the Circle of Assassins because it was too tame for my taste. Or
maybe too structured. Along with my bondmate, an oversized eagle, I’ve been playing fast and loose with the rules forever. Of course, the rules have changed, but I’ve rolled with the punches. Never found a
policy I couldn’t manipulate to my advantage. There’s an old saying about life coming full circle. It’s about to snatch me up and spit me out. I can run, but there’s nowhere far enough to hide from what I am or the
Circle of Assassins. My first home. My first nemesis. Grigori said I’d be back. How in the hell could he have known?
The White Hound: Mythology in Modern Times Nov 24 2019
Outcast Dec 18 2021 On the hunt for a vicious killer, Kelsey discovers that the true threat lies closer than she could have ever imagined. It’s been months since Trent Wilcox was sentenced to exile, but Kelsey
hasn’t given up on finding a way to bring him home. Grayson Sloane doesn’t share her enthusiasm. Loving two men is challenging enough without them being at each other’s throats, and she is unwilling to
compromise on the future she knows is meant for them. Kelsey’s only hope for bringing them all together comes in the form of the Hell lord who insisted on Trent’s exile – Gray’s father. Lord Sloane is willing to
acquiesce on Trent’s punishment if Kelsey will do one little job for him. A stray wolf is on a killing spree in Wyoming and he’s killed a number of witches in Lord Sloane’s service. The situation is made all the more
complicated by the presence of a sinister werewolf cult in the area. Lupus Solum is known for being cruel to their own kind, and even worse to outsiders. Caught between a craven wolf cult, a brutal killer, a Hell
lord, and a mounting pile of bodies, Kelsey is going to have her work cut out for her. But if she can solve the case, she might have a chance to earn her happily ever after.
Gears of Mischief Oct 16 2021 Ottilie Kingsford has dealt with the judgmental eyes of the elite her entire life, especially since she’s one of them. She leads a double life, one she was raised for since birth: Lady
during the day, Spy during the night. She’s a master of blending in, and the only currency she deals in are secrets and lies. When her assignment takes her to a disruption in the main square, she never expects to
witness a magical war between gods and monsters. She most certainly doesn’t intend for the gods to catch her slipping away to give her report. Now Big Ben won’t tick no matter how many tinkers work on it and
the harshest winter in history has descended on London. The Gods keep insisting it’s the end of times, but Ottilie doesn’t believe in myths and legends. If two of those so called legends would stop ogling her like
she's some sort of circus freak, she could do her job. She just needs to stop the end of days and send the two men back to Asgard, where they belong. The gears of Ragnarӧk are turning, and Ottilie will not fail
her Queen. Even if the world suddenly belongs to monsters...
Campfire Cooking in Another World with My Absurd Skill: Volume 1 Feb 20 2022 Mukouda Tsuyoshi was nothing special in modern Japan, so when he was summoned to a world of swordplay and sorcery, he
thought he was ready for the adventure of a lifetime. Too bad the kingdom that summoned him only got him by mistake! Not only was he not one of the three summoned heroes, but his stats were laughable
compared to theirs. On top of that, there's something really sketchy about this kingdom... "Ah, these people are the kind to try and use the Hero," he realized, and immediately left to make his own way in this other
world. The only thing Mukouda can rely on is his unique skill: the "Online Supermarket," a skill that allows him to buy modern goods in a fantasy world. It's useless for combat, but if he plays his cards right, he
could lead a comfortable life, maybe? At least, that's what Mukouda thinks, but it turns out modern food bought with this skill has some absurd effects! What happens when Mukouda introduces ridiculously tasty
modern cooking to a fantasy world like this? He gets some ridiculous repeat customers begging for more...!
Fenrir Oct 28 2022 The Vikings are laying siege to Paris. They want the Count’s sister, in return they will spare the rest of the city. As houses on the banks of the Seine burn, a debate rages in the Cathedral on the
walled island of the city proper. Can the Count really have ambitions to be Emperor of the Franks if he doesn’t do everything he can to save his people? Can he call himself a man if he doesn’t do everything he
can to save his sister? His conscience demands one thing, the state demands another. The Count and the church are relying on the living saint, the blind and crippled Jehan of St. Germain, to enlist the aid of God
and resolve the situation for them. But the Vikings have their own gods, and outside their camp, a terrifying brother and sister, priests of Odin, have their own agenda--an agenda of darkness and madness. And in
the shadows a wolfman lurks. M. D. Lachlan’s stunning epic of mad Gods, Vikings, and the myth of Fenrir, the wolf destined to kill Odin at Ragnarok, is a compelling mix of bloody horror, unlikely heroism,
dangerous religion, and breathtaking action. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Wolf's Mate Aug 14 2021 Bound by Fate.... Nic Rutherford knows she's Aiden's mate, but no one will tell her what exactly that entails. She's got bigger problems than her evolving relationship with the son of a
Norse God and part time wolf, though. Like the girl from her American History class who has unearthed a deadly secret and is using it to blackmail Nic. Will she be forced to kill an innocent to protect everyone
she loves? It's one thing to take out a predator but can she live with herself if she destroys a guiltless soul? Forever Apart.... Aiden's been keeping secrets of his own. For a shot at vengeance against the woman
who destroyed his family, Aiden has agreed to keep Nic in the dark. The past stalks him and his wolf with every beat of his heart. Will his silence endanger not only Nic but the mysterious fey beyond the Veil? One
Final Chance.... Two selfish hearts must learn to beat as one. To trust and accept not only each other but themselves and their destinies. For if Underhill is allowed to rise to power, the mortal realm will fall.
Ragnarök—the end of the worlds is at hand. This epic young adult romantic fantasy series about a teenage serial killer and her werewolf boyfriend just keeps getting better! The Unseelie Court series Book 1: The
Goodnight Kiss Book 2: The Immortal Queen Book 3: Wolf's Mate Book 4: Into the Fire Related Series: Spellcaster
Arthur Quinn and the Fenris Wolf Aug 26 2022 Life is finally back to normal for Arthur Quinn. Three months ago, he and his friends put their lives at risk to stop the trickster god Loki from taking over the world.
However, just when Arthur is starting to relax again, the dreams start once more; dreams of gods, dreams of war, dreams of wolves. It can mean only one thing. Loki is back. In the midst of a deep snowfall, Loki
plots his vengeance on Arthur. In the months since their last battle, the trickster God has been assembling a deadly army of wolves and he intends to take the world once and for all. Can Arthur trust his two new
classmates? Where did Ash's puppy come from? And what is hidden in the National Museum that Loki is so desperate to get? Mysteries and questions arise as, once again, it's down to Arthur Quinn and his
friends to save the world. But what they don't know is that this time, Loki has help...
Her Dragon Captor Jul 13 2021 Damianos Drákon is insanely hot, ridiculously huge, and incredibly evil. He’s the trillionaire king of dragons. And also my family’s mortal enemy. So what did I do the first time I
meet him? Grabbed his junk. Look, I had to distract him somehow so that my twin sister could escape with the dragon he was keeping prisoner. It was purely hero stuff. So when he kidnaps me, I figure that it’s all
about revenge. But I figured wrong. His plans for me aren’t nearly as cold as murder. No, they’re way, way hotter. Listen… My grandfather is a time-traveling Viking werewolf. My fathers are two time-traveling
Viking werewolves. My sister met her dragon husband in the Ice Age! My family wrote the book(s) on dramatic love stories, but I have to warn you, my romance is more epic than all of theirs combined. You ready
for this? I can tell you right now you totally aren’t. But go ahead and read anyway. Just remember you were warned.
A Tai Chi Imagery Workbook Nov 05 2020 This innovative book makes the benefits of Tai Chi directly available to Westerners by communicating its essence in poetic, evocative, and humorous images that apply
not only to movement practices of all kinds but to daily life. The book does not assume any knowledge of Tai Chi forms. The images in this book - drawn from a wide variety of sources, both Chinese and Western,
ancient and modern - are easy to understand, fun to work with, and embody the true inner spirit of Tai Chi's timeless tradition. The book contains hundreds of photos and line drawings illustrating the images,
detailed explanations of the biomechanical realities that underlie the images, and a summary of the latest scientific research on the benefits of Tai Chi.
Fenrir May 23 2022 Fenrir, the wolf monster from Norse mythology, a son of Loki was foretold to kill god Odin but was instead killed by Vidar, Odin's son. Here, he is depicted with Gleipnir, chain that gods
commissioned from dwarfs to hold the mighty wolf Fenrir. Perfect for lovers of Nordic Norse mythology, Vikings, stories about Odin, Valhalla, Norse gods, beasts and battles. 7.44 x 9.69 - Wide Ruled - 120 pages
The Legends of Orkney Jul 21 2019 Experience the Legends of Orkney trilogy—the entire series all together for the first time. In The Red Sun, you’ll be introduced to middle school student Sam Baron, who gets
the shock of his life when a strange dwarf shows up with the claim that Sam is from a magical realm called Orkney. Then Sam’s friends are taken prisoner, and he follows their captors to Orkney—embarking upon
a journey to rescue his friends, uncover the truth about his past, and combat an ancient curse that threatens to destroy the land. In Kalifus Rising, it’s Sam who’s in trouble this time: Imprisoned by Catriona,
leader of the Volgrim Witches, he finds the darker side of his half-god, half-witch heritage released, and he fears he might destroy the very land he’s just saved. He believes his only hope for salvation lies with his
three best friends and a mystical artifact known as the Moon Pearl; other forces are at work in Orkney's shadows, however—forces that could help free Sam, or condemn him to the darkness forever. Finally, in
The Raven God, an army of red giants gather in the Eighth Realm of Musspell, determined to destroy Orkney—and it’s all Sam’s fault. After all, he took Odin’s life with an ancient cursed dagger, and now mankind
has lost its protector. Once again, it’s up to Sam and his friends to prove that they can find the courage to do what’s needed when the odds are stacked against them, and the sacrifice asked is greater than any of
them could imagine. Fast-paced and spell-binding, the Legends of Orkney trilogy is a magical adventure not to be missed.
Greek Gods, Heroes, and Mythology Oct 04 2020 The sky-god Zeus, the hero Heracles, and the fearsome Minotaur are well-known subjects of Greek mythology. Greek Gods, Heroes, and Mythology explores the
gods, heroes, creatures, and stories of Greek mythology, in addition to examining their influence today. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
RAFES: Her Fated Wolf Nov 17 2021 I'm the most powerful wolf in North America, but SHE will be my undoing." Protect my country. Marry the most elegant and sophisticated she-wolf my team could find. Control
my beast, so that no one ever finds out what's underneath my cold exterior. Remain the most powerful wolf in North America. I had it all planned out. Then SHE happened
Blood Shards of a Shattered Destiny Jul 01 2020 Jace had the prince in his hand and was seconds away from slaughtering the last member of the royal bloodline who had for so long oppressed or killed people
like Jace. Now he had the power to stop it. Jace wanted to see the eyes of the prince as his soul was drained, but that's when he saw something-something different. In this boy's eyes he saw something that he

used to see in himself. Jace dropped the prince, turned on his heel, and started to walk away. As he walked, the remaining blood of the slain swirled around him as its power entered him. He had to think.
Something was wrong. He created a portal from the remaining blood that he didn't suck power from, and before he entered, he turned to the prince. "I am Jace. I am no god, but a mortal," and with that he stepped
into the portal.
Immortal (The Awakening Volume 2) Feb 08 2021 Dying sucks for everyone, but for Selene there are added complications. Becoming one of the Awakened, a group of godlike beings, should have been the end of
Selene's worries. Instead, dangerous people who want the secrets she hid away in a past incarnation are hunting her, and every time Selene uses her abilities she pays a price—losing memories that are
impossible to get back. Jace, Selene's hunky ex, has promised to protect her, but when Selene is kidnapped by Jace's brother Kyle—who she was married to before Jace came into the picture—things get
strained. Without Kyle's help, Selene can't save the people she cares about, but trusting Kyle could have unfortunate consequences. Publisher's Note: Immortal is a YA Paranormal Romance book, and is the
second novel in The Awakening a series of clean books featuring fairies and demigods, which have been written so that they can be safely enjoyed by both teens and adults. Readers new to The Awakening
should start with Reborn, one of several YA books available from Dean. Dean Murray is the successful author of multiple clean young adult paranormal romance, urban fantasy, and epic fantasy series which
collectively have more than half a million copies in circulation. Keywords: Young Adult, Romance, Paranormal, Paranormal Romance, YA, Free Book, Shape shifters, Teen, Mythology, Demigods, Fairies, Clean
Oversummoned, Overpowered, and Over It! Volume 2 Apr 22 2022 Hey, everyone! It’s your favorite protagonist, Inori Takafuji. Not much has changed since you last saw me. I’ve still been summoned more times
than any person has a right to be, I still love sleeping, and I still have more skills than I know what to do with. But I’ve got a new job! I’m no longer the Rising Sun Kingdom’s extraneous hero—I’m an adventurer.
That’s right, it’s a brand-new me! I’m gonna live free! No more training for— Huh? There’s still training? Well, at least now I can kick back and— Oh? That’s a no-go too? And what’s that? Literal gods are gunning
for me? Welp...that’s just fantastic. No rest for the wicked, I guess. Anyway, time to see what the Holy Land of Ryne has in store for me...
The Boy's Own Magazine Dec 26 2019
Her Viking Wolves Sep 15 2021 Ask not for whom thy wolves come, Varra. KNOW…We come for you. These two shifters are hardcore. They’re super-intense. They both want me, and they are absolutely not taking
no for an answer. Listen, I'm a huge nerd, so I have no idea what to do when not one, but two crazy-hot, time-traveling Viking shifters show up to claim me as their fated mate. What they want from me is dirty, and
completely wrong. So wrong. Like wronger than wrong. So then why am I having such a hard time resisting them? I have no idea how this story will end, but one thing’s for sure: It’s going to be epic. READER
WARNING, this novel is smoking hot to the touch. If two Viking brothers claiming one innocent nerd HARD isn’t your cup of wolf, DO NOT one-click this extremely sexy MFM romance, which proves that what
Vikings want, Vikings get. All. Night. Long. ***Check out all of the books in the Alpha Kings series*** Her Viking Wolf Wolf and Punishment Wolf and Prejudice Wolf and Soul Her Viking Wolves
Shadow Strife May 11 2021 A dangerous job—trickster gods, monsters, and magical artifacts are just extra. Alaskan bush pilot, Piper Tikaani, can’t seem to stay out of trouble. First, it was werewolves and ancient
ice age werepredators. Now it’s worse. The old gods of her people have come back to play. Only their idea of fun is world ending. Worst of all, it appears that Piper’s dad was the one who invited them. Her
alliances are few—two werewolves and a part-time witch. She still hasn’t solved the death of her family friend, discovered where her boyfriend’s fortune in gold came from, or why he was kidnapped. One thing is
clear though, all three issues are related. She never claimed to be a detective. All she wants to do is finish her air transport season, hang on to her werewolf boyfriend, and keep them all alive. But the trickster
Raven is back, and he’s up to his old ways. Unfortunately for Piper, the only magic she has to fight her enemies is shapeshifting. That’s only ever gotten her in more trouble. What does a pilot have to do to stay
off the radar? This is the action packed sequel to Shadow Winged. If you like unique Urban Fantasy based on Native Alaskan mythology along the lines of Patricia Briggs, CE Murphy, and Faith Hunter, you’ll love
this new series!
Dark Frost Jan 19 2022 A young warrior-in-training faces high school, romance, and a host of magical foes in the New York Times bestselling author’s YA urban fantasy novel. I've seen so many freaky things
since I started attending Mythos Academy last fall. I know I'm supposed to be a fearless warrior, but most of the time, I feel like I'm just waiting for the next Bad, Bad Thing to happen. Like someone trying to kill
me—again. Everyone at Mythos Academy knows me as Gwen Frost, the Gypsy girl who uses her psychometry magic to find lost objects—and who just may be dating Logan Quinn, the hottest guy in school. But
I'm also the girl the Reapers of Chaos want dead. The Reapers are the same bad guys who murdered my mom. It turns out she hid a powerful artifact from them before she died. They think I know where it is, but
this is one thing I can't use my magic to find. All I do know is that the Reapers are coming for me—and I'm in for the fight of my life.
Mazelina: The Legend of The White Wolf Sep 27 2022 Many years ago, there were many great pure white wolves who created peace, harmony and protection through all of our lands. They could create magics the
likes no one had ever seen. They were loved and cherished among our communities for many centuries. Until the Elders and several powerful Alpha's set fear amongst the wolves, if a white wolf can be so good,
could they also be terribly cruel? Having convinced the wolves it was decreed that the white wolves are to be executed on sight. They became extinct, a legend.....soon the legend will return.
Necessary Evil and the Greater Good Feb 26 2020 For best friends Mestoph and Leviticus the end of the world can’t come fast enough. Mestoph is a demon and troublemaker for Hell Industries, while Leviticus is
an angel and cubicle jockey for Heaven, Inc. They might be unlikely friends, but they have something in common – they both hate their jobs. Unfortunately for them The End is nowhere in sight. The two take
matters into their own hands when they come up with a scheme to get themselves kicked out of the Afterlife without spending an eternity in Purgatory. Their misadventure will take them from the tiny town of
Truth or Consequences, NM to the highlands of Iceland as they cross paths and pantheons with Neo-Vikings, Greek and Norse Gods, and a Scottish terrier named Sir Reginald Pollywog Newcastle III.
Gods and Mortals: Nine Urban Fantasy & Paranormal Romance Novels Featuring Thor, Loki, Greek Gods, Native American Spirits, Vampires, Werewolves, & More Aug 22 2019 Nine fantasy novels in one magical
box set. Tag along with modern humans as they face off against heroes, Norse and Greek gods, and monsters of old … over one million words of divinely (and diabolically) inspired fantasy, adventure, and
romance. Join the freshest voices in paranormal romance and urban fantasy, New York Times, USA Today, and Amazon bestselling authors, on unique journeys to heaven, hell, and worlds beyond. Get this
heavenly fantasy box set ... before it’s too late! ABOUT THE BOOKS: Elsker by S. T. Bende Kristia Tostenson just found out her new boyfriend is the Norse God of Winter, and an immortal assassin destined to die
at Ragnarok. Her orderly life just got very messy. Wolves I Bring the Fire Part I - A Loki Series by C. Gockel When Amy prays for help, Loki the Norse God of Mischief and Chaos isn’t the savior she has in mind.
Loki can’t ignore Amy’s summons, but he can insist she help him outwit Odin, Leader of the Nine Realms. The start of a USA Today bestselling series! Chosen by Christine Pope When a fatal fever nearly wipes
out the entire world's population, the survivors of what became known as "the Dying" believe the worst is in the past. Little do they know…. Nolander by Becca Mills A young woman from small-town Wisconsin
discovers that monsters are real — and that she might just be one herself. Twin Souls by DelSheree Gladden Uriah and Claire didn’t believe in their tribal stories until Claire’s poisoned and those myths spring to
life to test their love and unravel destiny. Blood Debt by Nancy Straight A mythological romance: Camille is denied her father's identity until her mother's death. She discovers a family she never dreamed of and a
world that should not exist. The Forgotten Ones by Laura Howard Can the magical Tuatha de Danaan, the forgotten people of Ireland, help Allison restore her mother's sanity? Relentless by Karen Lynch Sara
Grey lives a double life until a fateful encounter with a sadistic vampire and a fearless warrior exposes her powerful gifts and changes the course of her life forever. Hidden Blade by Pippa DaCosta The oncerevered ancient Egyptian gods aren’t dead. They’re back. And soul eater Private Investigator, Ace Dante, is in their way. This boxset of Greek mythology, Norse myth, and fairy tale inspired paranormal and urban
fantasy isn't as immortal as its characters. Download it before it is gone!
All Odd and Splendid Sep 03 2020 This collection of poems is an exploration of lives and selves transformed by choice and by chance. Formally and thematically diverse, these poems are testament to the will to
redefine oneself in a world of constant, and often painful, change. Beginning intimately with poems of personal examination and moving gradually to the world of shared experience, Hilda Raz rethinks the
structures of family and community while examining the impact of loss and growth. All Odd and Splendid takes its title from a quotation attributed to Diane Arbus, the American photographer known for her
portraits. Raz's poems share Arbus's steadfast celebration of the strangeness in the ordinary, bringing us into contact with a beauty and pain that are inseparable when we see things as they truly are.
The Ære Saga Boxed Set (Books 1-4) May 31 2020 "Like a summer superhero movie, this YA fantasy features dazzling adventure and a truly epic romance." -iBooks Official Review From international bestselling
author S.T. Bende comes the complete story of the Ære Saga (Books 1-4). Book 1: PERFEKT ORDER All's fair when you're in love with War. For seventeen-year-old Mia Ahlström, a world ruled by order is the only
world she allows. A lifetime of chore charts, to-do lists and study schedules have helped earn her a spot at Redwood State University’s engineering program. And while her five year plan includes finding her very
own happily-evah-aftah, years at an all-girls boarding school left her feeling woefully unprepared for keg parties and co-ed extracurricular activities. So nothing surprises her more than catching the eye of Tyr
Fredriksen at her first college party. The imposing Swede is arrogantly charming, stubbornly overprotective, and runs hot-and-cold in ways that defy reason . . . until Mia learns that she’s fallen for the Norse God
of War; an immortal battle deity hiding on Midgard (Earth) to protect a valuable Asgardian treasure from a feral enemy. With a price on his head, Tyr brings more than a little excitement to Mia’s rigidly controlled
life. Choosing Tyr may be the biggest distraction—or the greatest adventure—she’s ever had. Book 2: PERFEKT CONTROL Rule the realms. Brynn Aksel is a valkyrie—a battle goddess tasked with protecting both
the God of War and the future of Asgard. She fends off giants and dark elves with an iron fist, a glossy smile, and no less than perfekt control. She’s focused one-hundred-percent on rising through the valkyrie
ranks, and not at all on her lifelong crush on Henrik Andersson—the one guy in all the realms who could be her undoing. Henrik serves as War’s other bodyguard, and he’s too focused on protecting their shared
charge to realize that Brynn’s a girl. When an unprecedented surge of darkness abducts the Goddess of Love, Brynn’s already-steely focus is singularly directed on her new assignment—accompany Henrik to
recover the realms’ source of light before the cosmos descends into chaos. While battling demons, dragons, and the not-quite-dead, it becomes clear that immortality does not equal invincibility. And when Hel
herself puts a hit on Brynn, the valkyrie has to decide if staying in control is worth losing everything . . . or if it’s time to rule the realms. Book 3: PERFEKT BALANCE Become what you believe. Elsa Fredriksen
knows there’s a thin line between love and fear. As High Healer, she rights the wrongs committed by those who choose the darkness. But even Asgard’s secret weapon can’t undo every injury—especially when
her fate is completely entwined with the god she’s trying to save. Elsa’s in love with the Norse God of Justice. But Forse’s heart is ruled by fear—fear that the past will repeat itself; fear that opening his heart will
compromise his ability to do his job; fear that he’ll hurt the one girl he desperately wants to protect. Again. When Elsa faces off against the very monster she once swore to protect, her survival depends on a
power she isn’t sure she can control. And when Forse’s worst nightmare unfolds in front of him, Elsa has to decide whether it’s more important to hold the realms in perfekt balance . . . or hold onto the guy she
can’t imagine existing without. Book 4: PERFEKT MATCH For honor. For love. For Asgard. Valkyrie Brynn Aksel is ready for some downtime. But when an urgent warning arrives from Asgard, heralding the death
of a beloved god and the dawn of Ragnarok—the not-so-mythological end of days—it becomes clear there’s no rest for the gods . . . not when future of the realms is on the line. Goddess of Love Freya Skönsten
can’t shake the darkness that’s clung to her since her Helheim imprisonment. An unsanctioned romantic connection with a mortal is the only thing keeping her in the light, but Freya’s vow to the Norns prevents
her from fully uniting with her perfekt match. When Hel returns to finish what she started, Freya must decide how much she’s ready to sacrifice to save the family she loves . . . and whether she’s willing to give up
everything for the worlds she’s sworn to protect. With the forces of darkness aligning to destroy the realms, it’s clear more than just Love hangs in the balance. Ragnarok has arrived. And it's shaping up to be
the perfekt storm.
The Awakening Series (Books 1 - 3) Mar 09 2021 Selene thought she was just another normal girl. She couldn't have been more wrong. In just a few days a new arrival at Selene's high school will turn her entire
world upside down. She's never met anyone so attractive—or so mysterious—before this, but Jace's unyielding insistence that they've known each other for decades can't be denied—not given how familiar he
feels to her. In the hidden world of gods and fairies what you don't know can get you killed faster than anything else and only those you love have any chance of saving you. This collection contains all three
novels from The Awakening (Reborn, Immortal, and Endless). Publisher's Note: The Awakening is a series of clean books featuring fairies and demigods, which have been written so that they can be safely
enjoyed by both teens and adults. Dean Murray is the successful author of multiple clean young adult paranormal romance, urban fantasy, and epic fantasy series which collectively have more than half a million
copies in circulation. Keywords: Young Adult, Romance, Paranormal, Paranormal Romance, YA, Free Book, Shape shifters, Teen, Mythology, Demigods, Fairies, Clean
Brutal Asset Mar 29 2020 Partnered in an uneasy alliance with federal law enforcement, Chris Gordon has been hunting down the outlaw gang, Loki's Spawn, who attacked his vampire girlfriend. But when he
finds unexpected hostages who trigger his baser instincts, Chris is thrown into a search for answers to dark questions. How to control his inner demon, what do the Spawn want with children, and who is hunting
him? Book 3 of the Demon Accords.
1-800-CallLoki Jul 25 2022 Readers demanded the full story. All right, already! Here it is. Just remember, you were warned. I, Loki, Norse god of mischief, was paroled to earth for a crime I swear I didn’t comment.
Of course, who would ever believe me, the Trickster? Odin, the All-Father, has charged me with protecting the humans of Midgard from unfriendly, trans-dimensional beings, as if that were a small task. Humans
need more help than I can provide! Fine, I’ll try. Maybe. Just don’t be surprised when I roll my eyes. Where should I begin? Oh, probably where every good story begins: with a girl. She walked along, her hair the
color of a Valkyrie’s and long legs tucked into stylish boots. How could she not attract my attention? But this isn’t some urban fantasy romance novel. No, her guile would lead me to discovering a much larger
plot against me. Someone wants me dead. Now there’s a cause for mischief. Let’s play. This book combines the first 5 stories in The Loki Adventures for the complete story arc experience. Included are:
1-800-Mischief For Sale, Call Loki For a Good Time, Call Loki For More Information, Call Loki For More Mischief, Call Loki And the stories keep going, but that’s all you’re going to get in this box set! If you like
quick, fun, and imaginative reads, then you’ll love being entertained by Loki and his adventures. Buy 1-800-CallLoki and get into some mischief.
Valhellions Jun 12 2021 AN AGENT OF KNIGHT WATCH, TASKED TO PROTECT HUMANITY FROM SUPERNATURAL ENEMIES, MUST GO TO HELL AND BACK TO CLEAR HIS NAME AND SAVE THE WORLD
When John Rast signed up for Knight Watch, he expected it to be all fighting dragons and rescuing maidens. You know, hero stuff. But instead he’s stuck patrolling game conventions and cosplayer competitions,
looking for dangerous anachronisms and the villains who may be trying to exploit them. Fortunately, all that changes when an honest-to-goodness necromancer shows up wielding a weapon created by Nazi
occultists and accompanied by some badass evil valkyries, hell-bent on kicking off the end of the world. John and the team will go to great lengths—even Minnesota—to prove find out who’s responsible for all
this and foil their plans. Also, there’s a giant dog who thinks the moon is a ball. It’s epic. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Tim Akers: “A must for all epic
fantasy fans.” —Starburst “Full of strong world building, cinematic and frequent battle scenes, high adventure, great characters, suspense, and dramatic plot shifts, this is an engaging, fast-paced entry in a
popular subgenre.” —Booklist (starred review) “Take a bit of fantasy, mix in the horror of the demonic, and put in some top-notch writing and you’ll have Akers’ latest novel.” —Hellnotes “Fast-paced . . . an epic
fantasy story with action, intrigue and a good story.” —RPG “Delivers enough twists and surprises to keep readers fascinated . . . contains action, grittiness, magic, intrigue and well created characters.” —Rising
Shadow “An extremely well-developed secondary world.” —SF Signal
Arthur Quinn and the World Serpent Dec 06 2020 Something wicked has awoken under the streets of Dublin ... When his dad is offered a job working on the new Metro tunnel, Arthur has to move to Dublin with
him. While exploring a hidden underground river, Arthur and his new friends Will and Ash find a mysterious glowing pendant. The pendant depicts a giant snake strangling the trunk of a tree. The friends soon
figure out that the pendant is a warning, a sign that something evil is waiting underneath the city. Something that's been imprisoned for a thousand years, something left by the Vikings, something that can - and
will - destroy first the city, then the world. What did the Vikings bury under the city of Dublin and why did they leave it there? Who is the dark man that spies on Arthur and what is his evil plan? In the end, only
Arthur and his friends can save the world from the dreaded World Serpent.
Tree of Life, Tree of Destiny Apr 10 2021 When you're Les Mann, the Strike Team Leader of the FBI's Paranormal Weapons and Tactics division, law enforcement takes on new meaning. His latest mission starts
with an audience in Asgard with the All Father and ends after sticking his head into an oven in Hel's kitchen. Along the way he discovers that fairies aren't sweet-natured little folk singing duets with bluebirds,
trees communicate with one another, and the truths behind myths have implications for the survival of the human race.

The Angry Ghost and Other Stories Jan 07 2021 A man journeys to Cornwall seeking a Ghost - and flowers; while another, visits an old Lifeboat Station where a long time ago, he lost his friends. Why would an
obnoxious bully be so welcomed to spend the night at an old Museum?
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